The house order for NÆSHUSENE.
Næshusene is not a holiday center. Each house has its owner, therefor furniture and equipment mustn´t
Be removed from the houses.
Næshusenes users must keep order of the area, the common areas must be presentable for users and
other people. Privacy and god neighborliness must be respected.
Music and noise.
- Music and other noisy behavior must not annoy other residents.
- There must be silence in the area in between 11:00 PM and 08:00 AM.

Common areas.
- Common areas are private, and can be used by the users of the house.
- The common areas must be clean and free of personal belongings.
- Open fire and fireworks are not allowed.
- Barbecue is referred to the terraces, or to the barbecue area nearby the playground.
- Staying and playing in the common areas must not annoy other residents.
- Larger outdoor parties are referred to the barbecue area nearby the playground.
- Dogs must be kept snoring and their aftermaths must be removed. "Dog bags" can be found at the waste
farms.
Terraces.
- The terraces must be kept clean and properly. They may not be used for storage.
- The espaliers must not be used for drying clothes.
- Don´t climb or play at in the espaliers.

Waste.
- The waste sorting rules must be respected of all users.
- There are three types of containers in the two waste areas.
- One for household waste.
- One for bottles, cans and plastic packing (recycled)
- One for paper, newspapers, cardboard and plastic wrap (recycling)
- All other types of waste must be delivered at the recycling center at Torø Huse Vej 15 in Assens.

Parking.
- Cars, motorcycles, scooters, trailers, etc., must be placed in the parking area.
- Bikes must be placed in the stands with the sheds.
- Larger boats, caravans, etc. must be parked on the marina area, by the sailing clubs or at the campsite.
- At the common areas, the trails and on the beach, no driving and parking with motor vehicles is allowed.

Compliance.
The supervisor will oversee and may order that the house order is respected.

